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Janssen is already working on continuous manufacturing methods for other drugs says Rutgers University which
helped develop the new Prezista production process approved by the US FDA.
On April 8 the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced it cleared Janssen to change the production method
for the 600mg version of the HIV drug Prezista (darunavir) from “batch” to continuous manufacturing.
In an accompanying blog post Lawrence Yu, deputy director of the FDA’s office of pharmaceutical quality, said while the
switch had not be easy, Janssen stands to gain “significant rewards” from doing so.
Craig Stoltz, Janssen manufacturing and technical operations spokesman, told us “the benefits of Continuous
Manufacturing include reduced testing-to-release time from 30 days to a target of 10 days by integrating technologyenabled real-time release testing throughout the control process for critical quality attributes.
“It also has the potential to increase yield by reducing waste by 33% and reduce manufacturing and testing cycle time by
80%” he continued.
Stoltz added that the first Prezista produced in this way “will likely make its way to the marketplace and patients by early
Fall.”
Continuation
The Johnson and Johnson unit has been developing continuous manufacturing process for some of its solid dose drugs
for the last five years in partnership with researchers as Rutgers University.
Project leader Doug Hausner told us “Janssen is our strongest supporter and we work quite closely with them on both
research as well as development projects.
“On the development side, we aided with their first CM solid dose product which has been filed for approval, we are
working on a second, and there are placeholders for two more.”
Stoltz confirmed Janssen is working on other batch to continuous conversions.
“Looking to the future, JSC is investigating continuous manufacturing in drug development on the R&D side and
applications in different solids manufacturing processes, which could lead to reduced scale-up time and, eventually,
shorter time-to-market."
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